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KVINT is an acronym composed of the first letters of the Russian phrase
meaning Brandies, wines and beverages of Tiraspol.
Tiraspol Winery & Distillery KVINT was founded in 1897. Annually it
outputs over 20 million bottles of noble divins, superior wines, crystal-clear
vodka, brandy, eau-de-vie de pomme, and gin.
The company KVINT operates as a full cycle production, having its own vast
vineyards exceeding 2000 hectares, advanced grape-processing lines,
modern fermentation and distillation facilities, best casks and barrels from
prominent coopers, state-of-the-art refrigeration and filtration systems,
as well as up-to-date bottling lines.

The cellars of KVINT are home to more than 25 thousand barrels. Tiraspol
Winery & Distillery KVINT makes divins aged from 3 to 60 years. The blend
of KVINT’s divin is composed of spirits made both from French varieties of
grapes and local Moldovan grapes, which makes our divins inimitable
masterpieces with a subtle national trait so valued by true connoisseurs of
this drink.
Divin (distilled wine) – in Moldova this term is used to denote a local
cognac made by traditional French production process (by method of
double distillation of wine in Charentais pot-stills) with obligatory ageing in
oak barrels. Since the term cognac is copyrighted by the French, no other
nation has a legal right to call its product by this name, so the word divin has
become a Moldovan synonym for cognac.

DIVINS COLLECTION

Ordinary divins represented by such products as KVINT 3 y.o. and KVINT 5 y.o. can be
enjoyed neat or used as a base for various cocktails, making them a perfect aperitif.
Fine divins represented by a series of products KVINT 6 y.o., 8 y.o., 10 y.o. are characterized by
a mellow harmonious bouquet, piquant palate and noble golden color. It is important to serve
these particular divins in a properly shaped glass and at right temperature.
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KVINT
VS

KVINT
VSOP

3 years

5 years

Well-balanced drink with pronounced
typical cognac tones in aroma

Mellow taste and nice aroma
with light floral tones

KVINT
VSOP

KVINT
XO

KVINT
XO

6 years

8 years

10 years

Harmonious, piquant taste with
pleasant floral and vanilla shade

Delicate and rounded taste with
well-pronounced tones of maturity

Intriguing notes of chocolate
with fine nuances of meadow flowers

Capacity: 0.25 L, 0.5 L, 0.7 L, 0.75 L

fine DIVINS COLLECTION

Fine divins, Tiras 6 y.o., Nistru 8 y.o., Doina 9 y.o., Surprise 10 y.o., each having a long history
behind, develop their fullness in a glass with special elegance, showing off the brilliant richness
of the tints of amber and gold. The years spent in oak barrels give them wonderful mellowness
and softness on the palate. These luxurious divins are characterized by the integrity
and exquisite depth of bouquet.
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TIRAS

NISTRU

6 years

8 years

Pleasant taste and gentle floral
note in aroma

Extraordinary softness, light
and well-balanced taste

DOINA

SURPRISE

9 years

10 years

Perfect match of harmony and
well-developed bouquet with virility

Mellow harmonious drink with
delicate aroma of wild flowers, vanilla
and resinous hints

Capacity: 0.5 L, 0.7 L, 0.75 L

elite COLLECTION

ELITE COLLECTION KVINT includes 6 divins of different ages: 10, 14, 20, 25, 30, and 33
years. Each of them is characterized by a special, inherent only to them elegant flavors with rich
nuances. Rich palette of unforgettable aftertaste underlines the personality of these elite divins.
Each of the six divins of the ELITE COLLECTION KVINT has a thrilling story to tell the
consumer, and a glass of this marvelous golden-and-amber drink will help you indulge into
the past to feel the atmosphere of creation of these beverages.
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KVINT XO

KVINT XO

KVINT XO

10 years

14 years

20 years

Mellow divin with delicate aroma of
meadow flowers, vanilla and resinous
tones

Complicated aroma with pronounced
floral and resinous tones, enanthic
nuances, which ideally become to its
velvety palate

Features amber color with golden
tints, complex inimitable bouquet

KVINT XO

KVINT XO

KVINT XO

25 years

30 years

33 years

Rich bouquet harmoniously
combines intense fragrances of
blooming vineyards and oak forest in
autumn

Well-developed, complex and
exquisite bouquet, with resinous and
enanthic notes

Capacity: 0.5 L, 0.7 L, 0.75 L

Perfectly balanced bouquet, complex
and unforgettable aromatic palette

Gift set of fine divins miniatures
Tiras 6 y.o., Nistru 8 y.o., Doina 9 y.o., Surprise 10 y.o.

This four-pack of divins in 50 ml mini-bottles KVINT DIVINS COLLECTION includes the drinks of different ages. Tiras 6 y.o.
and Doina 9 y.o. feature magnificent golden-amber color with developed and harmonious bouquet, Nistru 8 y.o. is
characterized by a rich aroma with floral, vanilla, and fruity tones. Surprise 10 y.o. is gentle, harmonious drink with delicate
aroma of meadow flowers, vanilla and resinous nuances. Mellow taste and long-lasting aftertaste make these divins the
marvelous chef-d’oeuvre of winemaking.

Gift set of XO divins miniatures
KVINT 14 y.o., KVINT 20 y.o., KVINT 25 y.o., KVINT 33 y.o.

This four-pack of divins in 50 ml mini-bottles ELITE COLLECTION KVINT includes XO drinks of different ages: 14 y.o., 20
y.o., 25 y.o., and 33 y.o. Each of them is characterized by a special, inherent only to it elegant aroma with rich floral and
resinous tones, hints of vanilla and enanthic ether. These elite divins fascinate with their exquisite velvety taste and rich palette
of unforgettable aftertaste.

Each of these iconic divins has a unique composition making it different from the others.
Tiraspol (15 years) is dedicated to the 205th anniversary of Tiraspol and the 100th anniversary of
the Tiraspol Winery & Distillery KVINT.
Suvorov (40 years) was produced to bicentennial of Tiraspol. It bears the name of Alexander
Suvorov, Generalissimo of the Russian army, the founder of Tiraspol.
Prince Wittgenstein (50 years) bears the name of Russian Field-Marshal General, Pyotr
Wittgenstein, famous for his great contribution to wine-making development on the left bank
of the river Dniester.
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TIRASPOL

SUVOROV

15 years

40 years

Harmonious and exquisite divin with well-developed
bouquet and extraordinary mellowness

In its bouquet one can feel an elegant range of diverse
tones with light resinous and enanthic hints

PRINCE WITTGENSTEIN
50 years
Divin features amber color, complex bouquet, full taste and long aftertaste

STRONG DRINKS

Strong beverages of KVINT Distillery are made from the top-quality natural raw materials
according to the unique recipes created by the company’s experts. This makes eau-de-vie de
pomme, brandy and gin of Tiraspol Winery & Distillery inimitable and recognizable.
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BRANDY
KVINT

EAU-DE-VIE DE POMME

SAN SALVADOR
6 years

It features fine golden color, harmonious taste
and bright floral aroma with light tones of maturity

It stands out for a refined combination of a delicate aroma
of autumn apples, mellow pleasant taste
and beautiful amber color

GIN THOMAS SHACKLEY
Fresh and piquant taste, bouquet with spicy tones of cardamom, pronounced juniper aroma and fresh aftertaste

vodka COLLECTION

Tiraspol Winery & Distillery KVINT produces its vodka from the best raw materials. We use a
spring water of unique composition, meticulously selected spirits and natural ingredients
according to our original in-house recipes – all these factors give our vodka soft taste and
unmatched aroma, whereas due to silver and platinum filtration our beverages acquire crystal
clarity and brilliance.

VYUGA

VOLK

Vodka with silken structure features
complex impressive aroma

POKROVSKAYA

Classical taste, magnificent clarity
and exquisite aroma

The unique taste, fine aroma and
crystalline brightness

VOLCHITSA

ЗАДОРИНКА

Vodka features delicate aroma, corn
infusion gives it inimitable hints of
taste

It stands out for its crystal clarity, fine
aroma, and gentle taste

Capacity: 0.5 L, 0.7 L, 0.75 L, 1.75 L

vodka COLLECTION

Vodkas of KVINTOFF COLLECTION are made from grain alcohol and natural raw materials
used according to the unique recipe of each beverage. Filtration through special filters based on
coconut charcoal impregnated with silver and platinum ions gives smooth taste, crystalline
clarity and brightness to this series.
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KVINTOFF
Crystal

Due to infusion of milk thistle the
taste of this crystal-clear vodka is
harmonious

KVINTOFF

KVINTOFF

Wheat

Honey

The infusion of germinated wheat
grains gives this vodka an
exceptional finesse, capable to satisfy
the most discerning customer

Bee pollen, infusion from linden tree
flowers, propolis, and honey give this
vodka amazing glitter and mellow
balanced taste

CLASSIC Collection includes amazing dry white wines from grape varieties Aligote,
Chardonnay, Riesling, Sauvignon, Traminer, and classical dry red wines from grape varieties
Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot. Ideally balanced taste of each of these wines will strike you
with luring fullness and freshness.
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Aligote

Chardonnay

Riesling

100% Aligote

100% Chardonnay

100% Riesling

Tones of meadow flowers,
piquant bitterness

Floral notes, apple,
fresh bread, hazelnut

Peach, apple

Cold dishes, fish, cheese

Cheese, poultry

Oriental cuisine, pork, seafood

10-120 C

10-120 C

10-120 C

Sauvignon

Traminer

Cabernet
Sauvignon

Merlot

100% Sauvignon

100% Gewürztraminer

100% Cabernet Sauvignon

100% Merlot

Black currant, gooseberry,
paprika

White peach, pear,
rose, acacia

Nightshade aroma,
morocco leather

Black currant, black plum,
cherry

Cheese, fish dishes

Cold dishes,
fish, cheese

Mutton, game, poultry,
hard cheese

Mutton, game,
poultry

10-120 C

10-120 C

14-160 C

14-160 C

SEMI-SWEET
w i n e s

SEMI-SWEET Collection has won the hearts of the wine-lovers right after its release to the
market. The white wine Aligote will please you with delicate velvety palate, enjoyable sweetness
and long refreshing aftertaste. Riesling has typical fresh aroma with pronounced notes of green
apple and white flowers. Merlot features an intense aroma of red berries, Cabernet Sauvignon
stands out for its pleasant astringency with impressive tones of black currant.
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Aligote

Riesling

Cabernet
Sauvignon

Merlot

100% Aligote

100% Riesling

100% Cabernet Sauvignon

100% Merlot

Meadow flowers

Green apple,
white flowers

Black currant,
wild berries

Red berries,
velvety tannins

Cold dishes, fruit,
desserts

Oriental cuisine,
fruit, desserts

Cheese, fruit,
desserts

Cheese, fruit,
desserts

10-120 C

10-120 C

16-180 C

16-180 C

Travelling around the world the vine-growers of KVINT selected the best grape varieties from
different wine-producing countries in order to plant them on our land. Thus, in 2012 they
planted the first vines of the Georgian grape Rkatsiteli, Italian Pinot Grigio, and Hungarian
Irsai Oliver. The wines made from these grape varieties subsequently became the core of the
VINVOYAGE Collection. White dry wine Viorica and red dry wine Feteasca Neagra joined
this collection in 2017.
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Irsai Oliver

Pinot Grigio

Rkatsiteli

100% Irsai Oliver

100% Pinot Grigio

100% Rkatsiteli

Blossom of acacia,
linden, rose

Apple, banana, apricot,
pear, peach, honeysuckle

Pear, quince, peach,
white apple, pineapple

Fish, poultry,
seafood, cheese

Fish, poultry,
seafood, cheese

Fish, white meat,
salads, cheese

10-120 C

10-120 C

10-120 C

Viorica

Feteasca Neagra

100% Viorica

100% Feteasca Neagra

Flowers,
Muscat shades

Black wild berries,
flowers

Cold dishes,
poultry, fish

Mutton, game,
poultry, cheese

10-120 C

14-160 C

Wines with protected geographical indication Codru made from grapes of varieties
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Cabernet Sauvignon, and Merlot were released under the brand
ELECTIO, which is Latin term for “meticulously selected”. These wines are made from the best
grapes grown in the winery’s plantations in the village of Doibany. These unique wines have
tremendous potential for further storage in a cellar and can do credit to any oenothèque.

Chardonnay

Cabernet
Sauvignon

Sauvignon
Blanc

Merlot

100% Chardonnay

100% Cabernet Sauvignon

100% Sauvignon Blanc

100% Merlot

Apple, pear,
hazelnuts,
oriental sweets

Fruit, morocco leather,
violets

Black currant, gooseberry,
passionfruit, grapefruit,
pineapple

Cornelian cherry, mulberry,
cherry, blueberry,
blackberry, a shade of cream

Cheese, poultry,
fish dishes

Mutton, game,
poultry, cheese

Soft cheese,
fish dishes

Mutton, game,
poultry, cheese

8-100 C

16-180 C

8-100 C

16-180 C

DESSERT
w i n e s

The wines consumed with the only purpose to relish their taste and aroma. What makes a good
dessert wine is perfectly ripe grapes that accumulated a lot of sunrays. Their sweetness
is harmonious, sublime and playing the notes of flowers and exotic fruit.
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Smuglianca

Pastoral

100% Viorica

100% Cabernet Sauvignon

Tea rose, honey,
Muscat

Dried prune, boiled cream,
tones of chocolate

Desserts, fruit

Desserts, fruit

8-100 C

14-160 C
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Red vintage wines from RESERVE Collection are made from grape varieties Cabernet
Sauvignon and Merlot. These wines are matured in oak barriques according to traditional
production process, their velvety taste is enriched with the tones of oak ageing. The unique
aroma of each wine reveals peculiar notes inherent to grape varieties
Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot.
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Cabernet Sauvignon

Merlot

Grand Reserve

100% Cabernet Sauvignon

100% Merlot

60% Cabernet Sauvignon,
40% Merlot

Almond, violets,
morocco leather

Cherry, cornelian cherry,
blackberry, blueberry

Morocco leather,
wild violets, fruit, berries

Mutton, game,
poultry, cheese

Mutton, game,
poultry, cheese

Mutton, game,
poultry, cheese

16-180 C

16-180 C

16-180 C
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The collection of wines in handy and large package includes wines from the grape varieties
Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot. Each of these semi-dry and
semi-sweet wines features a harmonious bouquet revealing berry tones, floral and fruity notes.
The vacuum package ideally preserves the quality of wines.
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Sauvignon Blanc

Merlot

Chardonnay

Cabernet
Sauvignon

100% Sauvignon Blanc

100% Merlot

100% Chardonnay

100% Cabernet Sauvignon

Black currant, gooseberry,
passionfruit, paprika

Black currant,
black plum, cherry

Flowers, white fruit,
fresh bread, hazelnut

Black currant, wild berries,
dried prune

Soft cheese,
fish dishes

Mutton, game,
poultry, cheese

Cheese, fruit,
desserts

Cheese, fruit,
desserts

10-120 C

16-180 C

10-120 C

16-180 C

kos h e r

CO L L ECT I O N

In 2014 KVINT launched Kosher products. Nowadays Tiraspol Winery & Distillery produces
Kosher wines, brandy, and divin 3 y.o. The production of these beverages is supervised by the
Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of New York (USA), OU(P), and these products
have “Kosher for Passover” status.
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BRANDY
KVINT
KOSHER

DIVIN
KVINT
VS KOSHER
3 years

It features fine golden color, harmonious taste
and bright floral aroma with light tones of maturity

This well-balanced divin features pronounced
cognac tones in aroma

DRY RED WINE
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
KOSHER

Varietal wine with tones of nightshade berry
and morocco leather in taste and aroma

DRY RED WINE
MERLOT
KOSHER

Varietal wine with tones of black currant
and cherry in taste and aroma

